Abstract.The operation of power system is transforming from traditional dispatching mode to market, and coupled with the uncertainty of intermittent energy, day-ahead electric power and energy balance will be a multi-objective coordination problem of new energy consumption, contract execution, grid security and generation economy in market transition phase. Studying day-ahead power balance coordination optimization model under new conditions is important to promote the consumption of wind power and ensure the fair execution of transactions. This paper used confidence interval method to model the uncertainty of wind power, established objective function and constraints to ensure the execution of contracts, and considered grid security and generation economy to establish the multi-objective coordinated unit commitment model. The paper used a test system to study the effect of confidence intervals on unit portfolio reliability and contract completion rate, to verify the validity of confidence intervals and fairness of allocation of reductions among power plants, to study the effect of power flow constraints on contract execution and the interplay among wind energy consumption, grid congestion, and contract execution. Results show that power plants reduce contracts according to their reduction factors, it will inhibit contract execution when wind power is small scale and causes a positive power flow in the blocking line, , resulting in a 61.15% higher contract reduction than that without wind power; it will promote contract execution,when wind power causes reverse power flow in blocking line, leading to a 42.73% down in contract reduction compared to no wind power. It shows that the unit commitment model is effective in wind power consumption, contracts fairly execution , power grid security and the economy of power generation.
Introduction
Power industry in China is facing new circumstances as the rapidly development of new energy and the guidance and propelling of power direct-purchasing. Power dispatching is facing challenges from different aspects such as new energy consumption, execution of bilateral transactions, accomplishment of Sangong standard and the security of power grid. Conventional energy should provide adjustable condition for new energy consumption for the stochastic volatility of wind and solar generation. Bilateral transactions should be executed as far as possible by means of fixing certain generation power. The new energy consumption needs the coordination of thermal generation, so that the consumption may have impact on the execution of bilateral transaction to a certain degree. The constraints of transmission lines and cross section would make the interaction between new energy consumption and bilateral transaction execution more complicated.
Two typical power markets throughout the world are PJM Electricity Market and British Electricity Market. In PJM, it is centralized bidding in day-ahead market and generation plants make step-wise offers. The clearing process consider plant offers only despite of the execution of bilateral transactions [1] [2] [3] . In Britain, power curve is submitted on both supply and user sides under bilateral transactions. The power curve needs to be executed and the balance of power system is implemented by a balancing mechanism [4] .
There have been several achievements in study on bilateral transactions and wholesale competitive market [5] [6] [7] [8] in China, among which achievements about quantitative analysis of bilateral transaction are very rare and most of them are focused on problems of pricing theory, game model, optimization transaction strategy and impact of bilateral transactions on power market,etc [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , and the experience presentation about mode comparison of bilateral transaction market abroad [14] [15] [16] [17] . Now as the deepen reformation is taken places in China power industry, there lacks of studies on the power balancing problem considering both new energy consumption and transaction execution.
Power industry in China is transiting to an open market. Neither Centralized Bidding nor Balancing Mechanism is applicable. In the present market, there are bilateral transaction contracts as well as planning power. The execution of the two different types of power is complicated. System operators need to take the bilateral transaction into consideration when scheduling day-ahead generation. Also, new energy consumption, power grid security and generation economy also need to be considered. Power balancing in new circumstances is facing challenges from more aspects than today. New energy consumption, transaction execution and power grid security are objectives need to be coordinated in power balancing. To solve the problem above, a day-ahead scheduling method is provided in this paper. Wind power consumption is priority ensured according to China's full protection of wind power purchase policy. Then the bilateral transaction should be executed as far as possible. When contracts must need to be cut, allocate the reduction quantity among generation plants fairly. On that basis, day-ahead plan can be scheduled considering power flow constraints.
Multi-objective Coordination Strategy
Day-ahead power balance coordination and optimization should take new energy consumption, bilateral transaction execution and grid security into consideration. On the basis of security constraints, wind power consumption has priority. Bilateral transaction and Sangong power should be executed as far as possible considering generation economy. To achieve objectives above, day-ahead scheduling should satisfy the following requirements: 1) Improve the reliability of unit commitment. When wind power fluctuates randomly in actual running, power system should have sufficient capacity to ensure the consumption of wind power. 2) Take security, transaction execution and generation economy into consideration. Find the unit commitment that costs least meanwhile transaction executes the most and wind power consumption is ensured.
In this paper, the uncertainty of wind power generation is estimated by confidence interval method [18] . Wind power generation output within a certain confidence interval can be consumed totally in regardless of generation cost. The confidence interval is confirmed based on wind power prediction.
Since there is no difference essentially between bilateral transaction power and Sangong power for generation plant, the two components of power implement is determined by the order of settlement. The two components of power are combined during optimization. The optimize objective is to maximum the total amount of the implement of power contracts, and the contract completions of each plant are the same. To minimum the contract reduction is also one of the objectives in optimization. Constraints related to contract power are also considered to maximum the execution of power in contract.
Distribution of Contract Reduction
To ensure fairness, when contracts need to be reduced, contracts of each plant are reduced in accordance of contract power proportion. If the bilateral contracts are energy contracts, the reduction factor is calculated in function (1). Contract energy and Sangong energy are combined in this function. Contract reduction can be distributed fairly among generation plants using this function. 
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The completion rate of contracts is of vital interest to generation plant. Generation companies have high requirement for the fairness of contract implement. Meanwhile, they are also subjected to accomplish the contract that costs least. The fairness of contract reduction distribution can be realized with reduction factor. However, the generation economy can be accomplished with the economy objective when distribute the contract reduction among generation units.
Day-ahead Balancing Modelling-objective Functions
If generation cost is the only objective when scheduling, the optimized result cannot guarantee the execution of contracts. In the same way, if contract execution is the only objective, the trading volume may allocate among the generation units arbitrarily. The execution result may not be economically optimal. If take multi-objectives of both contract execution and generation cost, the optimized result could take both contract execution and generation economy into consideration.
To minimum the reduction of contracts and minimum the generation cost, here introduce a penalty factor MF. First, guarantee the execution of contracts. Under this premise, units with better economy have output priority. So that the optimization result can reduce the generation cost and execute contracts as far as possible. The objective function is:
In which:
,0 , ,
In this function, H is the total amount of generation plants. N is the total amount of thermal generation units. T is the time period. S ∆ is the total reduction of contracts.
,0 j S is the total energy of bilateral and Sangong contracts for plant j(MWh). , , i S t P is contract output(MW). MF is the penalty factor and the bigger of MF, the higher of completion rate for contract execution. C(P) is the cost of thermal generation(元).
is respectively the operation cost, the start-up cost and shut-down cost of thermal generation unit i at time t.
Day-ahead Balancing Modelling-constraints
Constraints here are the wind power prediction and the confidence interval limits of wind power. The former constraint is used to guarantee the security of power system and consumption of wind generation in the forecast scenario. The latter is used to improve the stability of unit commitment and to guarantee a sufficient coordinate capacity in power balancing when the wind power outputs fluctuate within the confidence interval.
Constraints of wind power forecast. The constraints of wind power forecast are to guarantee the execution of transactions and generation economy in the forecast scenario. Hence the constraints include the constraints of power balancing, the running limits of thermal units, the related constraints of contacts, power flow constraints and reserve constraints etc. The constraint functions are: 1 1
,z, , =1,2, ,
In this function, H is the amount of generation plants. N is the total number of thermal generation units. W is the total amount of wind plants. P is the output of thermal units in the wind forecat senerio, of which , is the contract reduction for plant j. Function (3-c) is the relationship between the contract reduction for plant j and the total contract reduction of the whole system. Function (3-d) is the decomposed constraint for power output of units. Function (3-e) is the output limitation constraint. Function (3-f) and the inequation (3-g) are the basic constraints, including the constraints related to the startup and shutdown constraint of thermal units, the minimum boottime and downtime constraints, the up-rotation and down-rotation reserve constraints and ramping constraints. Function (3-h) is the power flow constraint for transmission line.
The reduction among power plants should be coordinated. So the constraint of relationship between the contract reduction of power plants and the total reduction amount of power system is listed in the constraint functions. The non-negative constraint for contract reduction is used to prevent that the total reduction amount might be negative which counteracted the generation cost. What power plants really concentrate on is the implement of contracts. However, the contracts have to be reduced among the generation units due to the economist of units. The objective to minimum the generation cost may reduce generation cost and to maximum the implement of contracts at the same time.
Constraints of confidence interval. Constraint on the wind forecast confidence interval takes the uncertainty of wind power into consideration. The constraints include power balancing limits based on the confidence interval of wind power, and running limits of thermal units, reserve limits, power flow limits and constraints on coupled coordinate capacity of the upper and lower confidence interval.
Constraints on confidence interval are used to improve the stability of unit commitment. That is to guarantee sufficient coordinate capacity in real time running of power system. Constraints on
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contract execution are not considered here for the reason that unit commitment is aimed to ensure the feasibility of unit composition in the worst condition.
• Basic and power flow constraints based on confidence interval According to the distribution model of wind power prediction, the confidence interval of wind power can be get [19] . The constraints established according to confidence interval are:
,min , , ,max ,
In the functions , the superscrip s is the wind power plant limit scenario flag. And when it's the upper limit of wind confidence interval s=1. When it's the lower limit s=2. • Constraints on coupled cooridinate capacity base on confidence interval In the power system with wind power generation, the most challenge occurs when output ranges through the upper and lower limit within a short time. Other types of generation units should have sufficient coordinate capacity to ensure power balance in the real time running.
Equivalent load confidence interval can be get according to the wind power forecast confidence interval. Former research [21] focuses on the combined unit commitment problem of wind, thermal and pumped storage generation units. It provides a system coordinate capacity base on thermal and pumped storage power limitation scenario. When wind power ranges beyond prediction, the coordinate capacity of thermal and pumped storage units at time t-1 makes it even that total generation power at time t can balance the equivalent load. In this way the reliability of unit commitment can be improved.
Thermal output should be able to climb up to the upper equivalent load from the lower value through adjacent time intervals and climb down to lower equivalent load form upper value in regardless of pump strorage generation. By analyzing the coordinate capacity of thermal output throughout the confidence interval of wind forecast, the confidence interval of coupled coordinate capacity constraints are: In the functions , the superscrip s is the wind power plant limit scenario flag. And when it's the upper limit of wind confidence interval s=1. 1 1 − t dL is the lower limit of equivalent load, and 2 t dL is the upper limit(MW). W is the number of wind power plants. t L is the predicted load at time t(MW). Example Discribition. In this example, there are three thermal generation plants and one equivalent wind power generation plant. The total capacity of thermal plants is 1200MW and the capacity of wind plant is 150MW. The percentage of wind capacity is around 11%. The structure of the system is shown in Fig.1 and the parameter of thermal units are shown in Table. 1. Data of wind power and load forecast is shown in appendix A and data of contracts and reduction factor of plants is shown in Table. 2.
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Example Result Analysis.
• Unit Commitment, Generation Cost and Contract Reduction. Assume the error of wind power prediction is distributed in sub-index. Choose different confidence intervals according to the wind power forecast calculation, unit commitment can be solved respectively. The result is shown in Table 3 .
Tab. The reliability of unit commitment is examined by 200 random wind power scenarios. If the unit commitment solved by a given confidence interval can consume all wind power and ensure the security of power grid on a random scenario, then there is a feasible solution in this condition. And this unit commitment is reliable. Otherwise, the unit commitment is unreliable. The examine result of unit commitment and generation cost within different confidence intervals is shown in Table 4 . And the result of contract reduction distribution among plants is shown in • Example Result Analysis (1) Influence of confidence interval on reliability of unit commitment, generation economy and transaction execution.
The fluctuation interval of wind power relates to the given wind power confidence interval. And the larger of interval range, the more of possible output situation for wind power, and the more of coordinate capacity for the unit commitment. By combining the results of Table 3 and Table 4 , the reliability of unit commitment increases as the range of forecast interval increases. There is also an increase in the boot time of units and the generation cost. If the chosen confidence interval is 98%, the reliability of unit commitment can reach 99%.
(2)validity testification of wind power accommodation under various confidence interval. In order to testify the validity of the model, it's need to verify the reliability of unit commitment to the output curve under wind power scenarioes which are all located in the confidence interval. Preliminary study in the thesis [21] has testified the validity of confidence interval in the joint optimization of wind power, thermal power and pumped storage power. In this paper, in order to testify the impact of day-ahead balance model of electric power and electric volume to wind power accommodation, in which model the bilateral transactions are included, confidence interval is set as 98% to testify its validity in which case there is no feasible solution in that wind power scenario.
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Figure 2 is random choose of the unsolved scenario and the verified scenario. The verified scenario is to modify the data in over-limit duration according to the above and below limit of the confidence interval insuring the verified wind power curve is totally located in the inner area of the confidence interval. Based on the verified scenario, the unit commitment is confirmed to asure the real-time power balance accommodating all the wind power and the system operation cost is 2158979.5 yuan. (4) mutual influence of wind power location, power flow constraints and contracts execution As the location of wind power has various impacts on the power flow, it also influences the contract volume execution.
0 Wowe owe Fig. 3 The location of wind power of two cases As in figure 3 , wind farm is located at node E in case 1 and at node A in case 2, considering wind power accommodation and power flow constraints, the electric volume execution and its generation cost in each case are compared whose results are in Tab 6. As in Table 6 , when the wind farm is located at node E, contracts execution reduction gets its minimum, while when the wind farm is located at node A, contracts execution reduction gets its maximum. This is because when the scale of wind power is relatively small, wind power arouses reverse power flow at node E which helps improving the contract volume execution, and the contract conduction volume is 42.73% lower than the no-wind-power case. By contrast, when wind power is located in node A, it adds to the forward power flow which occupies the thermal power transfer passage, influencing the contract electric volume execution, and the contract conduction volume is 61.15% higher than the no-wind-power case.
Conclusions
When the bilateral contracts are electric volume ones, as the bilateral contracts settlement is only related with electric volume, they have no essential difference with the justice dispatch electric volume. Thus, the bilateral and justice contracts are combined to deal with for unified modeling which simplifies the complexity of the problem. What's more, the execution priority of the two could be determined by rational settlement rules.
The multi-objective optimization of day-ahead unit commitment problem is so complicated considering the power system security, wind power accommodation priority, execution of bilateral contracts and justice dispatch contracts and the economy of power generation. This paper adopts the joint optimization objective of contracts execution and generation economy in which the contracts execution has a higher rank than the generation economy. The confidence interval approach is adopted to deal with the uncertainty of wind power based on the confidence interval's up and down limits' coupling constraints. The execution of contract volume is guaranteed by setting the objective and constraints.
In this case example, to guarantee the reliability of unit commitment above 99%, the confidence interval should be chosen as 98%. In details, the confidence interval must be determined by various kinds of power source capacity ratio and fluctuation characteristics of wind power. By the effectiveness testified model of confidence interval, it can be guaranteed that wind power can be totally accommodated when the wind power output in practical operation is any of curves inside the confidence interval. The difference of the confidence intervals would influence the accommodation of wind power. Contracts execution under various confidence interval is only equal to that considering forcast wind power only. When the operation security constraints are broken, contract volume would be reduced, in which case the plants reduce their contract volume by each plant's contract reduction factor insuring the faireness between the plants. Contract execution is influenced by the power flow constraints. In detail, when wind power is considered and power flow constraints exists, the reduction volume of contracts amounts by 1.07 by contrast with the one with no power flow constraints and generation cost adds by 8.9%. When the scale of wind power is small and power flow constraints exist, the different location of wind power has different influence on the contract execution. If wind power adds to the forward power flow of the congestion lines which is bad for contracts execution,the reduction volume would add by 61.15% compared with the no-wind-power case. While, if wind power arouses reverse power flow of the congestion lines which is good for contracts execution,the reduction volume would drop by 42.73% compared with the no-wind-power case.
When bilateral contracts are electric power ones, their settlement is related with the electric power curve stipulated in the contracts, the method modeling and processing would be different. As restriction of the paper, the optimization modeling on bilateral electric power contracts may be studied in the following papers.
